WHAT ACTUALLY HAPPENED?

WHAT HAPPENED???
“There’s an outgoing transaction from my wallet”
“I never signed up for Casper token airdrop!”
“Is my wallet and private keys safe?”
“What the f *** are you guys up to?!”
“You broke the blockchain!!!”

What we did is a first of its kind, we call it a KYC Drop. We sent out the KYC
Casper Tokens to more than a million wallets as a way to log your addresses in
the blockchain for interaction with our upcoming KYC Portal. Our KYC Portal will
be used for our KYC enforced Cross-chain DEX (decentralized exchange) called
Wellspring, and in the event of a crowdsale we will use to verify, consider, and
white list appropriate applicants in accordance and good faith regulatory
compliance.

We never had control of your private keys, what we can control is our own KYC token contract and how it
interacts with your wallet. The Casper token is proof of that. Think of our token as a friendly ghost, living up
to its name, making records of your existence on-chain so you have the possibility of being an early adopter
of our platform. Technically it never entered or left your wallet because it does not exist in the first place.
We made it look like it went through your wallet, make a quick registry and POOF!

HOW IS THAT POSSIBLE?
The wallets we targeted are wallets picked up by our scripts, intended to identify people that would most benefit or be interested in our
project. This doesn’t actually use your keys, it’s based on how tokens work. We figured it out before anyone else did and used it in an
innovative way because we know that what people think tokens are, and what they actually can be are two wildly different things. Showing
you that and inspiring you to build the future is a key part of our mission at Blockwell.
Once KYC process is launched you'll be able to register your KYCDropped wallets and apply for consideration to our platform. If approved
you'll send your newly delivered KYC token to your KYC-verifier address to prove you own the wallet and be eligible to receive Blockwell
tokens.

HOW ABOUT
GAS COST?

SO WHAT WAS THE POINT
OF ALL THIS?

We paid all the gas cost. We paid 10% of what

We wanted to get the word out, hence the million wallets. We want to let

it should have cost. How? We’ve been at this for

people know that this is possible, demonstrate our skills, and let the world

a long time, in stealth mode. We knew how to

know before scammers use this sleight of hand to trick people. This isn’t a

lower gas costs, increase transparency, improve

vulnerability in any wallet but the wrong people could use it to their advantage

regulatory compliance, and reach a million

if users don’t know to check their token balance first and made a panicked

people all while bootstrapping. Take it as proof

decision.

of our competency and try out our platform via
www.blockwell.ai

YOUR NEXT STEP

NO, THE BLOCKCHAIN
IS NOT BROKEN

1.

We've reviewed all other blockchain with equal diligence and

So you encountered our Casper token, what next? Sign
up for the email list from our website to be notified
when our whitepaper drops.

expertise and we can assure you ethereum is still the most
technically adept. It's just all the software that's built on top of it

2.

that isn't really paying attention to how the system actually
works. Your keys are 100% safe but tokens can do way more
than the projects to date have led people to believe. The only
difference is, we understand emerging tech really really well and
we really get this blockchain thing.

Check out 10in10.blockwell.ai for a chance to win10
Etner in 10 minutes. Not a developer? Sign up and
you may win some ETH just for referring developers!

DO NOT JUST TAKE OUR WORD FOR IT
You can test our work right now!
Checkout apidocs.apiminer.com Create your own tokens, and submit them to our contest 10in10.blockwell.ai
You can also fork our mobile wallet github.com/blockwell-ai/apiminer-wallet and load your own Blockwell spout token in.
Update the branding and you’ve got your very own mobile wallet for your very own token. Fully ready to submit to Google Play just as soon
as you get the backend server online (which we provide instructions on). You’ll find our devhelp email address right on the API Docs. If you’re
an entrepreneur feel free to reach out too and we’ll give you some tips on how to find the right developer to build your blockchain product.
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